
 

For Immediate Release:  

BRINC RAISES $25 MILLION SERIES A FUNDING LED BY INDEX VENTURES WITH  
PARTICIPATION FROM SAM ALTMAN, TUSK VENTURE PARTNERS, JEFF WEINER’S NEXT PLAY VENTURES, 

DYLAN FIELD, ELAD GIL, PATRICK SPENCE, ALEX WANG 

New Class of American-made Drones for First Responders Designed to Fly Indoors with Live, Two-Way 
CommunicaBon, to Keep People Safe in Dangerous SituaBons 

LAS VEGAS, Nevada -- October 12, 2021 -- The real-word danger faced by first responders has been 
highly visible in 2021, from tragic scenes of search and rescue, to a naFonal surge of acFve, mass shooter 
situaFons. BRINC, an American technology company building a new class of drones in response to the 
mass shooFng at The Mandalay Bay, today announced that it has raised $25 million in Series A funding 
for its mission to keep people safe in dangerous situaFons. The financing was led by Index Ventures with 
parFcipaFon from Sam Altman, Tusk Venture Partners, Jeff Weiner’s Next Play Ventures, Dylan Field, Elad 
Gil, Patrick Spence, Alex Wang, and former AcFng Secretary of Defense, Patrick Shanahan. BRINC 
previously raised a seed round of $2.25M led by Sam Altman, CEO of OpenAI.   

The global drone market has been driven by investment and growth of drones that fly outside and 
overhead using GPS technology, across a range of categories from personal/hobbyist, to delivery, 
surveillance, and defense. In contrast, BRINC, founded by Blake Resnick, fills a specific market gap and 
customer need for drones that fly inside of structures and serve first responders, a market esFmated to 
be over $1B globally. BRINC creates a new class of highly reliable systems that fly safely indoors using 
Lidar technology, where GPS does not work, and provides live, two-way communicaFon to give 
responders the eyes and ears they need to miFgate risk, protect, and save lives. American-made, BRINC 
began selling its first system -- the LEMUR -- early this year and has already delivered hundreds of 
systems. Recently, BRINC aided responders in Surfside, FL, with search and rescue inside of the 
Champlain South building collapse.  

“BRINC was built with deep customer empathy and a real-world understanding of the situaFons faced by 
first responders. Blake is both an incredibly though\ul founder and an old-school inventor, a mix we do 
not o]en see: he literally lived the problem, imagined a new approach, and created the technology 
soluFon -- at the age of seventeen,” said Erin Price-Wright, Principal, Index Ventures. "We think that 
BRINC's commitment to never build lethal drones sets them apart in the industry. Blake and his team are 
commibed to values and ethics that forge public trust among their customers and communiFes." Price-
Wright joined BRINC’s Board of Directors. 



“A]er watching the response to the Oct. 1 mass shooFng, I felt a real call to serve and create something 
that would have a material impact and keep people safe. In the six months since we started selling, our 
team has seen overwhelming demand and this new funding will help us accelerate hiring to scale and 
support rapid growth,” said Blake Resnick, CEO and founder of BRINC. “The federal government has 
largely banned the use of Chinese technologies, like DJI, creaFng more opportunity for American 
companies. We want to make BRINC drones a standard tool for all US first responders at the city, state, 
and federal level.” 

InvenLon Born from Tragedy at The Mandalay Bay 

A tragic moment led to BRINC’s invenFon: the 2017 mass shooFng at The Mandalay Bay, in the 
company’s hometown of Las Vegas. First responders engaged in a physical search of the hotel tower, 
risking their lives. Blake imagined how technology -- a drone that could fly and communicate inside the 
building -- could serve in these situaFons by entering the structure first to provide responders with the 
eyes and ears they needed without risking life.  

Seventeen at the Fme, the young inventor shared his ideas for this technology with local Las Vegas law 
enforcement. Blake was persuasive and convinced them that he could create a soluFon for their specific 
needs. He spent the next three years living the problem -- calling out with Las Vegas Metro Police 
Department SWAT, to experience their challenges in the field -- and he developed BRINC’s first, 
breakthrough system: the LEMUR.  

BRINC began selling these systems in early 2021. Today the company is a diverse team of more than 50 
engineers, technicians, technologists, and public safety specialists. They manufacture their drones onsite 
at their headquarters in Las Vegas. BRINC customers serve as key collaborators in the engineering and 
design of the technology. The company provides ongoing educaFon, training, and cerFficaFon programs 
to build trust and experFse, and prepare the responders for real-world environments.  

Looking ahead, BRINC is building a system designed to respond to emergencies in seconds and succeed 
the police helicopter. This system would create a distributed network of drones in mulFple locaFons to 
aid first responders when lives are at risk.  In addiFon, BRINC is developing drones for industrial use 
cases that are dangerous for people.  For more about BRINC, please visit: www.brincdrones.com.  

About BRINC 

At BRINC we are driven by a spirit of service. Our team works hand in hand with our customers to 
imagine and build American-made technologies that protect first responders and people in situaFons of 
real-world danger. A tragic moment led to BRINC’s invenFon: the 2017 mass shooFng at The Mandalay 
Bay, in our hometown of Las Vegas. This began a 3-year journey to live the problem faced by first 
responders, and development of our first drone: The LEMUR. BRINC launched in 2021, and today we are 
a diverse team of more than 50 engineers, technicians, technologists, and public safety specialists. We 
develop technology to make the world safer, and we share a deep commitment to our ethics and values.  
Follow us on Twiber @BrincDrones, LinkedIn @BRINC, Instagram @brinc_drones, and YouTube BRINC.  

https://brincdrones.com/lemur-drone/
http://www.brincdrones.com
https://brincdrones.com/lemur-drone/
https://brincdrones.com/our-values-ethics/
https://twitter.com/BrincDrones
https://www.linkedin.com/company/brinc-drones/
https://www.instagram.com/brinc_drones/
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCofEBCyWmOaOYDRDHdXIXEw
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